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Historical Linguistics

• diachronic linguistics, 
comparative linguistics, 
dialectology

• compare features of existing dialects in order to 
determine correspondences
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• looking at changes

• where they come from

• where they’re going

Historical Linguistics



Why does language
preservation matter?

• Isn’t it a good thing to all share a common 
language?

• What’s the big deal if we lose a few dialects?



Why does language
preservation matter?

• Isn’t it a good thing to all share a common 
language?

• having a lingua franca does not necessitate 
abandoning local languages



Why does language
preservation matter?

• What’s the big deal if we lose a few dialects?

• Loss of language means:

• a loss of culture

• a loss of future scientific understanding



Dialectal Music

• Kun Opera, Peking Opera

• Linguistic tone in music

• Mandarin

• Cantonese

• Hakka mountain song



Cantonese tone in Music

• “Cantonese singers included a rising contour when 
singing words with rising tones and Cantonese 
listeners were attuned to this. “

• “Mandarin singers did not add in contour 
information and Mandarin listeners had difficulty 
recognizing the words out of context.”

The Realization of Tone in Singing in Cantonese and Mandarin 
by Murray Henry Schellenberg



Cantonese tone in Music

• One may be purely aesthetic: given the uses and 
re-use of a limited set of melodies, the use of the 
linguistic tones of the lyrics provides a greater 
variety of melody. The other reason he suggests is 
expediency. Heavy reliance on linguistic tone limits 
the need for musical notation and rehearsal – 
singers may be relied upon to produce good theatre 
without needing a lot of outside rehearsal.

The Realization of Tone in Singing in Cantonese and Mandarin 
by Murray Henry Schellenberg



Hakka tone in Music

• Hakka tone as produced in spoken language is 
retained in song

• A song sung in one dialect will have a completely 
different melody if sung in another dialect



Siyen HakkaHoiliuk Hakka



Hakka tone in Music

• Ӟ෭ิکమটమ眐ᮤ 
rhid ngid do am siong moi siong qin lang

• ྭ蘷盢蚏螂聲粗產 
m sii niang hi coi go lo ia ngiam



Further cultural expressions

• “Li Bai sounds better in Cantonese”

• Conservativeness of non-Mandarin dialects 
lends itself to earlier poetry

• Dialect as an admission ticket

• Gaochun Old Street, Southern Jiangsu



• without the dialects, these previous expressions of 
culture will be lost or rendered meaningless



The Linguistic Situation in China and 
Taiwan



Taiwan
• Mandarin as the formal language 

• Southern Man as the majority local language 

• Hakka as dominant language in certain parts of 
Taiwan (Hsinchu, Zhubei, Hualien…) 

• over a dozen Austronesian language spoken by 
indigenous communities



Taiwan

• back-and-fourth attitudes regarding minority 
language education coming from the Ministry of 
Education



1. http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2013/04/27/2003560853

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2013/04/27/2003560853


1. http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2013/09/06/2003571462

http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2013/09/06/2003571462


Taiwan
• Despite national policies one way or another, many 

younger speakers simply choosing not to speak the 
language of their parents’ generation 

• Those who do often have significant Mandarin 
influence on their Min or Hakka 

• gua -> ua 

• ngai -> nai





China

• Around a dozen major Sinitic languages 

• Countless languages spoken by ethnic minorities 

• General country-wise policy of Mandarin-only 
education starting in 1992



China

• Many parents choosing not to speak their local 
language to their children 

• Some local efforts to combat this have come up in 
recent years 

• Usage of local languages sometimes seen as 
exclusionary by migrants







China

• National broadcasts must be in Mandarin as per 
State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, 
Film and Television notice issued in January 2014 

• Local stations going national can mean the 
end of dialectal broadcasts





China
• Education policies ultimately have the greatest 

impact on dialect use 

• From an early age, children are socialised in 
Mandarin 

• Dialects are rarely if ever used with peers 

• Higher ed & specialist topics are also often 
exclusively in Mandarin



China
• younger people more comfortable using Mandarin 

than parent’s language 

• younger people are generally uncomfortable 
speaking other language to each other even when 
they’re highly mutually intelligible dialects of the 
same language  
(e.g. capable Wuxi, Suzhou & Shanghai speakers still speak 
Mandarin when together) 

• the language of the home is only used, if at all, 
when speaking to older relatives



• Vulnerable 

• Definitely endangered 

• Severely endangered 

• Critically endangered
elderly adults children

UNESCO Classification



• Many of China’s languages are slowly disappearing 

• Many people are simply unaware of the diversity 
being lost or what it means 

• each language is a part of one’s identity 

• it’s a loss of shared culture 

• it’s a loss of history and heritage 

• it’s a significant loss to science



Preventing Language Loss



Preventing Language Loss

• Efforts by Local Government: 

• Shanghainese in kindergartens 

• announcements in Shanghainese on busses, 
metro and at the airport









Preventing Language Loss

• In Print 

• Shanghai Daily regularly does pieces on the 
language situation with Shanghainese 

• The paper also regularly has Shanghainese 
‘lessons’ for foreigners



Preventing Language Loss
• Academic outlets  

(e.g. PKUCN) 

• Language “fan sites”  
(e.g. sinolect.org) 

• Locally-focused forums  
(e.g. ਼ଃઊ) 

• podcasts 
(e.g. 艪ຏFM )



Preventing Language Loss

• local broadcasts done in regional languages 

• radio 

• television 

• popular dramas and sitcoms 

• use of dialect in films



Preventing Language Loss

• Meetups & Festivals 

• salons & language meetups 

• culture festivals  

• annual hakka fest in hsinchu 

• Wu culure festival in Wuxi





Phonemica
• Phonemica is a platform for crowdsourcing 

language documentation through storytelling 

• Stories give the project more general appeal 

• Stories ensure more natural language 

• Benefit of documenting personal histories similar 
to projects like StoryCorps









Our users

• Around 12,000 registered users contributing 

• 500 stories submitted over the past year 

• 320,000 unique visits over the past year 

• Users actively providing more submissions



Where we're headed

• Helping people set up local activities in their cities 

• Expanding out of Sinitic and into more language 
families


